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	Course Title: Logic I
	Course: 71100
	Time and Location: TTh 6-7:30pm,  room 5417
	Instructor Name: Prof. A. Medvedev
	Contact Information: medvedev.math.ccny@gmail.com
	PreRequisites: This course has no formal prerequisites.
	Office Hours: TBA
	Text7: Propaganda. Theorem 1. (Ax) Let f:C3 -> C3 be the function f(x,y,z) := (p(x,y,z), q(x,y,z), r(x,y,z))for polynomials p, q, r with complex coefficients. If f is injective, then it is surjective.Proof. Logic! Logic disects and analyzes the language of mathematics, and thereby proves new theorems in algebra, geometry, number theory, et cetera (Ax's Theorem); proves that some questions are unanswerable (Hilbert's 10th Problem); resolves ambiguities of natural language; identifies similarities and formalizes analogies across mathematics, somewhat like category theory, but not exactly. This course willgive you a new perspective on algebra and geometry and other math; start you on the path towards research in mathematical logic(model theory, recursion theory, set theory, proof theory, reverse math); help you to write clear proofs and to teach proof-writing and reasoning; (with Math 712 in Spring) prepare you for the Logic Qualifying Exam.
	Text12: Organization.      Books. Our main textbook will be Rothmaler's Introduction to Model Theory (Gordon& Breach 2000). We will take brief detours into Mathematical Logic Lecture Notes by van denDries (download from the author's webpage or from the course webpage) for propositionallogic and for the Henkin construction. Many examples and exercises will be drawn fromHodges' Shorter Model Theory (Cambridge University Press 1997).     Content. We shall thoroughly cover Chapters 1-3 of Rothmaler and Sections 2.1-2.6 ofvan den Dries. We shall prove the Compactness (aka Completeness, aka Finiteness) Theorem for first-order logic in one or two ways, and learn to use it by working through many of its applications. If time permits, we may cover additional topics, such as model-theoretic proofs of Hilbert's Nullstellensatz and Chevalley's theorem, also known as quantifier elimination for the theory of algebraically closed fields.     Grading. Weekly problem sets will be collected and graded, and will contribute 40% tothe course grade. One in-class midterm exam will contribute 30% to the course grade. Thelast 30% of the grade will come from the final exam; if there is sufficient interest, the final exam may get replaced by a collaborative final project.     This course has no formal prerequisites.


